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Questions addressed

Social Innovation in neighbourhood 
development can be situated within the struggle 
over the right to the city. 

How does SI contribute to materialise the right 
to the city?

What is the role of art in SI?

What do we understand by socially innovative 
art?



Points covered

• What is SI?

• What is SI in urban neighbourhoods?

• What is the right to the city?

• SI for materialising the right to the city

• The role of art in SI

• Socially innovative art and culture



WHAT IS SI?

This is about SI as a strategy to pursue human development and social 
cohesion



What is SI?

- (Collective) satisfaction of human needs

- ‘Innovation’ in social relations (ethical 
positioning, social practice)

- Empowerment through/ for Socio-political 
transformation (building bottom-linked 
governance)

these three features combined, but all terms 
need specification as to their meaning and 
‘context’ 



WHAT IS SI IN URBAN NEIGHBOURHOODS?

Most advanced and social science faithful research on SI has been in 
neighbourhood development and solidarity economy. Recently also in 
debates on urban commons, post-foundational community development, 
etc.



What is SI in neighbourhood 
development?

• The origin of SI in ND in Europe should be situated in the 
context of the concerns of local communities, actors of 
different plumage, scientists, etc. to address the problems
emerging from neighbourhood decline as a consequence of 
industrial restructuring in Western cities (1970s, 1980s).

• Definitions in the theoretical frameworks connect needs to 
necessary transformations in social relations and the 
building of bottom-linked governance [with as an explicit 
goal to democratise local government and to promote co-
production of development strategies involving a diversity
of actors and movements].

• SI as a challenge to existent urban governance systems and 
urban policy.



What is SI in neighbourhood 
development?– Lessons learned

• Recent developments especially on radical social 
innovations, governance dynamics apprehended
through activism in different spheres of urban
society : housing, public space, social services, 
urban agriculture and gardening, food security, 
traffic control, transportation poverty …

• The need to connect or – better – integrate
‘sectoral’ initiatives (see Integrated Area 
Development)



What is SI in neighbourhood 
development?

Issues addressed in Integrated Area Development, 
Social Innovation in Governance in Local 
Communities gave us more depth on the following
issues:

- Multi-scalar governance and especially bottom-
linked governance

- New methods for (participatory) action research
– Issues of Voice and Power – Communication, 
Conflict, Negotiation and Co-creation



What is SI in neighbourhood 
development?

 

	

Figure	1:	Social	innovation	dynamics	 	 	

Source:	Drawn	by	authors	based	on	ALMOLIN	by	Moulaert	et	al.	(2010)	
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THE RIGHT TO THE CITY?

From Lefèbvre and Harvey to the contemporary understanding and 
practice of the right to the city



The right to the city

Lefebvre summarizes the idea as a "demand...[for] a 
transformed and renewed access to urban life".[3][4]

David Harvey described it as follows:
The right to the city is far more than the individual liberty to 
access urban resources: it is a right to change ourselves by 
changing the city. It is, moreover, a common rather than an 
individual right since this transformation inevitably depends 
upon the exercise of a collective power to reshape the 
processes of urbanization. The freedom to make and 
remake our cities and ourselves is, I want to argue, one of 
the most precious yet most neglected of our human 
rights.[5]

Source: Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_the_city#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_the_city#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Harvey_(geographer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_the_city#cite_note-5


SI FOR MATERIALISING THE RIGHT TO THE CITY

SI has become an anchor term for many Right to the City Movements. SI 
had the advantage of being more strategic-organizational in approach 
while keeping the focus on the socio-political transformative.



SI for materialising the right to the city

ISSUES RIGHT TO THE CITY SOCIAL INNOVATION/IAD

Satisfaction of individual 
and collective needs

Self-organizing for needs 
satisfaction, social 
economy, associations, …

Land for … Squatting, occupation, 
social-political mobilization 
to transform land tenure 
rights

Community associations 
and city-wide networks 
lobbying, struggling and 
‘institutionally designing’ 
for resilient land tenure 
rights

Public space … Urban 
commons ... Rebuilding
social relations

Re-appropriating
(semi)private spaces

Collective organization and 
division of labour in use of 
space

Urban ecology Blocking traffic, fighting 
relocation strategies, etc.

SI and 3D sustainability
‘ecologizing’ IAD

Political, Public policy and 
governance

Creating new political fora, 
Diversifying of voicing and 
modes of mobilization

Bottom-linked governance, 
socio-political 
transformation movements



WHAT IS THE ROLE OF ART IN SI?

Of course the purpose of this step in the reasoning is not to force arts 
within the logic of SI but to look at how arts often does and can reinforce 
the dynamics of SI.



What is the role of art in social 
innovation?

Source: Isabel André, Patricia Rego, Ana Estevens, Leandro Gabriel 2013



What is the role of arts in social 
innovation?

Social Innovation Arts in/for SI ‘Wider’ interactions

Satisfaction of unsatisfied/
poorly satisfied individual 
and collective needs

Revealing needs, crying out 
from despair,  visualising the 
alternative, satisfying
cultural needs, bacons of 
pride

Artistic expression as a universal
human right?

‘Innovation’ in social 
relations – the tricky 
normative one

Visualising, tangibilising, 
audibilizing solidarity, 
respect, co-creation, …

Socio-artistic for a and networks 
promoting art as a form of 
expression and designing 
alternative future

Bottom-linked governance / 
Socio-political 
transformation

Socio-emancipatory artistic 
projects; co-creation

Arts as a driver of socio-political
change. A long history here …

Social and spatial
integration

Make public spaces tangible 
(installation, connection, 
symbolic representation, …

Arts as identity building, … Anti-
eviction movement and socio-
cultural protests



SOCIALLY INNOVATIVE ART IN THE CITY

Making a scene … or a multitude of intetactive scenes ... Connecting 
communities and neighbourhoods



Reflections

• What is art? 

• What is culture?

… questions the debates about which have filled 
libraries.

In this presentation culture is about social 
communication and bounding, and to give them 
content and durability through artistic creation. 
Arts are seen as drivers of community building 
and social cohesion.



Socially innovative art in the city

AGORA …
… is not just about socially innovative art but to a 
large extent so. Art as a driver of community 
building, area redevelopment, integrated area 
development, ...
Art as considered here is not about colouring the 
city (in analogy with greening the city ...), it is 
(meant to be) something much deeper ...
It is about co-creating, materialising a spirit of 
renaissance of places, their identity and their socio-
spatial connections.



Socially innovative art in the city

• Who co-creates? Within which socio-political 
relations? And with which purpose? [Here should 
be situated my earlier warning about the use of 
urban living labs …]

• Cultural scenes should probably receive a 
stronger socio-political interpretation. How 
transformations and resistances take place 
through the arts – paraphrasing Leandro.

• In this sense we should look at the different 
meanings of making a scene.



Socially innovative art in the city

http://mrarthurchance.com/French-Connection-Make-a-Scene



Socially innovative art in the city

• ‘Make a scene’ … What is a scene? How is it socially 
(re)produced? The AGORA portrayal framework should look 
at socio-political dynamics that generate the scenes or 
impede its becoming. Agents and actors are socio-politically 
and socio-economically embedded (relations, interests, 
private agendas, various logics of behaviour, ...)

• Glue of the scene? ... The collectively built culture of 
communication and co-creation? [Avoid a ‘From pop-up to 
drop-down’ trajectory ... ]

• New urbanities can be situated in the connection with the 
Right to the City, SI/ IAD and socially creative arts.
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